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vast majority of property owners. As a result of
the latest inspection, it is clear that most property
By Richard St.Marie
owners understand the increased fire danger we
HSPOA President 2016-2017
have been facing, and have done a great deal to
FINALLY…Mother Nature has graced us
make their property more fire safe. THANK
with a wet winter. The Meadow has received a lot
YOU…! As we all know, we can do very little
of rain and snow this year so far. I was at the
outside the perimeter of the property, however
Meadow between Christmas and New Years and
should a fire start inside the perimeter or enter the
there was about 6 inches of fresh snow on the
perimeter from the outside we can make a huge
ground at that time. With the much needed moisdifference on the severity and speed at which a
ture this season it is sure to help everyone get the
fire will travel which will increase our chances of
upper hand on all the cleaning efforts underway.
not having total devastation.
As most of you are well aware the Association’s
The Bark Beetles worked very aggressively
Officers have been working diligently with the
last year killing a large number of trees throughNational Forest Service and other fire prevention
out the area. Many property owners were hit very
professionals to learn what we can do to help
hard with nearly 100% loss of their pine trees.
make the whole property a defensible space in the
Many have already made great strides to get these
event of another forest fire. This effort has been
dead trees removed, which makes the area much
met with enthusiasm and cooperation from the

State of the Meadow

High Hopes and High Roads
A Story of the Highway that never was
By Rick Edgeworth
Every place has a history and High Sierra
Meadows is no exception. But history can get
clouded over time and become a mix of
truths, half-truths and downright falsehoods.
Over the years that I have been at the
Meadows, I have heard stories of hidden gold
mines (mostly false), Disney Ski resorts (half
true) and even a rumor of a highway that was
going to cross the Sierra between the Meadows and the town of Mammoth Lakes.
Oddly enough – this last rumor was true
and we have the story of this Hope Highway.
Once only used by locals to access the
High Country, what we call Mammoth Pool
Road out of North Fork wasn’t really built up
until just after the Great Depression when the
demand for timber led the Forest Service to
look for promising stands of this important
raw material. One area they pinpointed was
the Great Chiquito Basin between North Fork
and extending to Clover Meadows to the
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north. But to get that timber, you need a road.
Beginning in the early 1930’s the Civilian
Conservation Corp began building Mammoth
Pool road up from a dirt track into a gravel
and oil packed road into the Sierra so loggers
could get to their crop. By the end of that
decade, the road had been pushed into the
forest as far as Rock Creek. Work continued
year after year as the looming Second World
War increased the need for timber. During
WWII, what were called “Conscientious Objectors” were enlisted and put to work pushing the road out another 22 miles and improving work done the decade before.
Originally referred to as the “Rock Creek
Road”, this early roadway construction project was bid out to the Associated Lumber
and Box Company of South Fork. By the late
1940’s into the 1950s, they were tasked with
extending the road out to Shake Flat and
eventually to the turnoff to Arnold Meadows
in 1952. The goal as always was to get to the
trees and to “cut timber for 40 years straight”.
Something else happened in 1952. A
group of
(Cont’d on pg. 2)
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safer for all. I am hopeful that the winter rain and
snow will help to improve the health of the trees
that have been weakened by the drought and improve their ability to fight off the beetle. I believe
it is already too late for many trees, and we will
still see some tree mortality in 2017, but I’m
hopeful the worst is behind us and now we can
look forward to the new growth that will take
place over the next several years.
The High Sierra Meadows Property Owners
(HSPOA) continues to be financially stable and
we are meeting our fiscal obligations with the
resources available. As you know there had to be
a supplemental assessment in dues for a period of
two years (2016 and 2017) to cover the added cost
of the removal of dead trees in the common areas
of the Meadow (primarily around the pond area).
At this time, we do not anticipate the need for
any additional special assessments for dead tree
removal next year, however only time will tell
how the trees react in the spring and summer.
Your Board of Directors continues to work
very hard for you. We are meeting on the second
Tuesday of every month via teleconference except for June when we will meet on the second
Sunday at 11:00 am at the Meadow, and in September for our annual meeting which is the Sunday of the Labor Day weekend at the Meadow.
Your input is very valuable, and we encourage
you to join the meetings when you can. I am
very proud to have been selected to serve as your
President this year, and I hope that the Board of
Directors is meeting and exceeding your expectations.
Please contact me anytime at (209) 201-9057 or
by email at rich5112@aol.com.
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Welcome to our new
owners!! Some are not
so new but have taken
on forgotten
lots and their
clean-up!
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Michael & Terri Shaffer
Clovis, CA LOT 80
Mark & Caroline Romeo
Woodland Hills, CA LOT 73
Jay Vanderpoel
Riverdale, CA LOT 60
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Fresno and Mariposa and prominent businessmen like Claude Williams (known as Mr. Bass
(Cont’d from pg. 1)
Lake – he owned our Meadows during the 1950s
and 60s.).
local landowners and businessmen with large
In 1955, hoping to get the State and Federal
holdings in the growing Central Valley began to
funding
needed to connect the road over the
look at this road with different thoughts other
Sierra – the Mammoth Pass Road promotors
than timber.
gathered politicians, ranchers, farmers, news
Looking over the Forest Service plans to
continue building the road past Arnold Meadows reporters and investors and treated them with a
pack horse trip from Clover Meadow up, over
and on into the Clover Meadow and Granite
Creek area – they realized that the backside of a and down the Sierra into Red Meadows just west
town called Mammoth Lakes was now less than of Mammoth Lakes.
The free trip must have worked for by 1958
29 miles away from our road. What if that road
State
monies had been earmarked for paving
could be extended those 29 extra miles – it
would mean another Trans-Sierra crossing con- improvement to Mammoth Pass Road which is
necting the Valley to the 395 and on into Neva- why we have asphalt to this day. The US Government had even left a 5-mile wide gap beda. Tourism, expedited shipping, new mining
and timbering opportunities – their imaginations tween the Minarets wilderness and the John
Muir wilderness just for this road to pass
ran wild – and so did they.
through. Federal monies were also obtained to
The year of 1953 was big for our road –
builders had made it into Graveyard Meadow, a begin the survey work to lay out the track of the
road under the project name of Forest Road 100.
side road had been cut over to Placer Meadow
By 1962 there were no doubts – this highand now made a loop that got a traveler back to
way was going to be built!
Beasore Meadows and the Cold Spring Summit.
(Cont’d on pg. 3)
The other big change was the name
– no longer called the Rock Creek
Road, our highway was now being
called the Mammoth Pass Road.
This hopeful name was coined to
get the ball rolling on funding and
building the highway across the
Sierra for our area.
It was actually back in 1949
that the idea of this crossing was
first made by State Assemblyman
George Clarke who filed an amendment proposing the state consider a
road such as this. It wasn’t until the
1950s that folks got on the idea
with vigor and purpose. Over the
next 10 years, the idea was touted
and promoted by Forest Service
managers, County Supervisors from Madera,
High Hopes and High Roads
A Story of the Highway that never was
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Paul & Theresa Bryant
Oakhurst, CA LOT 130
Sid De la Torre
Oakhurst, CA LOT 93
John & Kitty Finch
Fresno, CA LOT 98
Steven & Victoria Arata
Bass Lake, CA LOT 76
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going through a bit of a budget crisis around this same
time – so the idea of spending more money was not
(Cont’d from pg. 2)
looked on with favor and in 1967 the State officially
withdrew all further state funding to the project.
But something else happened in the 1960s. The social
The last nail in the coffin for our highway was the
upheavals were beginning and people were starting to
Federal Government itself. The National Park Service
turn against businessmen and politicians seeing both as
had been making grumbling noises about concerns with
“Fat Cats” just lining their pockets at the expense of the
the road and the Forest Service had second thought on
people and the land. The Ecology Movement had just
their funding contributions. The mild recession during
begun and “Save the Earth” became the fighting cry of
the mid-1960s was causing all agencies to review their
those opposed to projects such as this one.
spending.
An example of this change involves the Sierra Club.
But how to get the US Government itself to officialFounded in 1892 by John Muir, the Club had pretty
ly abandoned this project was the question and the goal.
much always worked hand-in-hand with the Forest
In an ironic twist – the foes of the Mammoth Pass
Service in the Sierra. For the first 60 or so years, the
highway latched onto the same pack horse trip idea
goal of the Sierra Club was too “render accessible the
used in 1955 to sell the project. Only this time they
mountain regions of the Pacific Coast”.
used the trip to kill it off for good.
But by the mid-1960s a new and more militant
On June 28, 1970 over 100 people opposed to the
group had taken over the Sierra Club and their stated
plan met in Red’s Meadows west of Mammoth Lakes.
goal was to protect the purity of the Sierra by keeping
Supported by local packers from both sides of the Sierout development, cars and especially highways. These
ra, they readied horses and pack mules for a two-day
“New Clubbers” had the opinion that you should only
trip along the proposed route of the highway. Only one
be allowed to experience the Sierra if you first walked
thing was left undone and that being the arrival of the
by foot into the Sierra.
guest of honor.
This attitude and their growing resistance towards
At nine o’clock, a large parade of vehicles arrives
any project in the Mountains caused many projects to
on scene and stepping out already dressed in western
be abandoned. The infamous Disney Ski resort in Min- attire was then Governor Ronald Reagan. After selecting a horse, he led the 100 plus group of his staff, local
eral King was abandoned after intense lobbying and
officials, members of the press, and a handful of local
threats of negative press about “Mickey Mouse killing
packers 6 miles into the Sierra to one of several scenic
trees”.
meadows that would be destroyed by the roadway.
At approximately 12 noon on that day, Governor
The proposed Trans Sierra Highway called the
Mammoth Pass Road project was no less a target for the Reagan announced his formal opposition to the project,
showed a letter from then President Richard Nixon
now militant Sierra Club.
stating that the US Government would no longer apRallying their troops, the Sierra Club got people
prove nor fund the project and lastly, Reagan anfrom the Mammoth Lakes side riled up about the dam- nounced that the 5-mile gap between the two wilderness
areas would be closed by Executive Order and no road
ages to their backyard mountains by such a project.
would ever pass
Tales of dynamiting rocks and destroythrough that
ing hidden trout streams caused many
divide.
“I am conresidents of Mammoth to reconsider
vinced,” Reagan
support. This was the time when the
announced, “that
town of Mammoth Lakes was first
by such action
becoming a destination for skiers, hikwe can prevent
the creation of a
ers and backpackers – the image of a
high-speed trans
freeway through the middle of the
-Sierra highway
Eastern Sierra spooked folks hoping to
through this area
make a career in Outdoors.
for all time and
preserve the vast
Back on the Westside, even the
primitive beauty
North Fork Tribe of Mono Indians
of this wilderturned against the project fearing that
ness for generahordes of tourists and cars would detions of Californians yet to
stroy native lands and artifacts.
come”.
The opponents also went after the
money – convincing the State of CaliWith that the final curtain comes down on the drafornia that the costs to keep this roadway open during
ma of the Highway that Never Was. ●
the winter would make it the “most expensive snow
removal” roadway in all of California. The state was
High Hopes and High Roads
A Story of the Highway that never was

Property Boundaries and Legal
Principles
By Giana “Gigi” Cardoza,

Have you ever wondered where your
property boundary line is located relative
to the existing road in our subdivision?
It’s actually an important question when it
comes to responsibilities of maintenance,
especially with the influx of dead tree’s
abutting said roadway. Yes, this question
was posed this year and it’s a very good
question. So, let’s take a look at it….
When a subdivision is created by a
developer they have to follow the rules
and regulations of the California Subdivision Map Act in addition to local county
and city regulations. Without going into
too much boring technical information, I
will share in general terms the process and
how the courts have interpreted some “not
so straight forward” boundary resolution
rulings. Yes, the final say in where a
boundary line is legally, is determined by
the courts if there is a conflict. Not a
surveyor, not a lawyer or a real estate
agent. A surveyor may take all the recorded information, interpret it and lay it
out in the field, but if a property owner is
in disagreement, the court will decide
using evidence of what a surveyor or
others discovered and interpreted, then
make a ruling. These rulings set precedence and become principles by which
future rulings are based, hence the reference to legal principles.
When a developer/subdivider submits
their plan for a particular subdivision to
the local county for approval, there is
usually an offer of dedication for road
purposes or “Right of Way”. Our subdivision is no different. The developer
offered for dedication a 60 foot wide right
of way for road purposes and set pipe/
(Cont’d on pg. 4)

FIRE CLEARANCE UPDATE
Based upon the November 2016 lot inspections, 124 lots
were deemed compliant except for dead beetle trees. The
Board extended the removal of dead beetle trees for all
owners till the end of the 2017 spring burn season. 13
lots were deemed nearly complete just some minor work
remaining and received letters requesting their compliance by the end of the 2017 spring burn season. 32 lots
were deemed non-compliant. However, due extenuating
circumstances, 7 lots were given extensions till the end of
the 2017 spring burn season. The remaining 25 lots will
be fined $500. Additionally, the Board will solicit quotes
to bring these lots compliant. Once quotes are received,
the owners will be given the opportunity to hire the work
done or the Board will hire it done and then impose an
individual special assessment on each individual lot. If
not paid, a lien will be imposed upon the lot. ●
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Property Boundaries and Legal Principles
(Cont’d from pg. 3)

monuments to delineate said Right of Way. Generally, in urban areas, the County accepts the
offer of dedication and this is denoted in writing on the subdivision map itself and then recorded as a legal document. When a county “Accepts” an offer of dedication, this means they have
accepted the land and have agreed to its maintenance and upkeep. At first glance, this is exactly what our recorded subdivision map indicates. The County accepted the offer of dedications
on the face of the recorded subdivision map. (High Sierra Meadows, Map of Tract No. 167,
recorded in Vol. 15 at pages 175 to 179 of maps, Madera County Records)
However, when one takes a closer look, you see the acceptance is subject to “those certain conditions precedent, specified and set
forth in said
resolution”
which was
recorded in
volume 1052
at page 360
of official
records in
Madera
County. So what does it say in this recorded resolution?

Rejected? Now what!? Who owns the right of way? This is actually common in rural areas
and the courts have seen this and made rulings that still stand today. The immediate following
information is taken from California Law Review, Volume 53 | Issue 2, Article 2, May 1965
“Dedication of Land in California”, by Loyd P. Derby. (http://scholarship.law.berkeley.edu/
californialawreview/vol53/iss2/2)

High Sierra Meadows 2016-2017 Board
of Directors
President:
Richard St. Marie, Lot 32
118 Laurel Avenue
Atwater, CA 95301
Email: Rich5112@aol.com
Phone: 209 201-9057
Vice President:
Rick Edgeworth, Lot 45
1120 Archer
Lompoc, CA 93436
Email: rickedgeworth@hotmail.com
Phone: 805-588-8776
Treasurer:
Mike Compton, Lot 159/160
246 Ginger Lane
Paso Robles, CA 93446
Email: Deer8hunter@hotmail.com
Phone: 805 305-0151
Secretary:
Debra Compton, Lot 152/153/154
7051 Cross Canyon Road
San Miguel, CA 93451
Email: debracompton@gmail.com
Phone: 805 467-3158
Member at Large:
Kim Workman, Lot 2
35427 Avenue 14
Madera, CA 93636-7931
Email: workman3ks@att.net
Phone: 559-905-3704

“In California the interest acquired by the public does not follow from the form or method of
dedication-the courts have not distinguished between dedication by deed and other types of
dedication, but have looked to the purpose for which the lands were dedicated. If land is
dedicated for street or highway use, the public merely acquires an easement across the
land” (City of Los Angeles v. Pacific Elec. Ry., 168 Cal. App. 2d 224, 335 P.2d 1042 (1959).)
Further…
“Conditional acceptance of the dedicated lands and simultaneous approval of the final map, on
the other hand, leaves the subdivider free to develop and sell lots or homes to private purchasers. These private purchasers can reasonably expect that once the subdivision streets are improved they will be maintained by the local government, but should the subdivider fail to donate to the school fund or fulfill other conditions precedent to the acceptance of his improved
streets, the governing body could not be compelled to accept the streets,104 and the burden of
maintenance might fall on the adjacent owners. In fact, under Section 831 of the California Civil Code, the abutting owner is presumed to own a fee interest to the center of the
street. Once the subdivided land is sold, the developer retains no legal interest in the
streets; the purchasers acquire a fee interest to the center of the road.105”
(104See County of Kern v. Edgemont Dev. Corp., 222 Cal. App. 2d 874, 35 Cal. Rptr. 629
(1963). 105 Brown v. Bachelder, 214 Cal. 753, 7 P.2d 1027 (1932); Gross v. City of San
Diego, 125 Cal. App. 238, 247-48, 13 P.2d 820, 824 (1932); Ferguson v. Oldale Mut.
Water Co., 78 Cal. App. 74, 248 Pac. 256 (1926).)
So what does this all mean? According to legal principles established for circumstances
like ours, it appears that adjacent property owners to the delineated Right of Way (per recorded
map), own in fee to the center of the physical location of the road and this roadbed is simply
treated as an easement for public use.
Clear as mud? Hopefully this has shed some light on the subject. ●
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